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Repairing and building hedges in Cornwall is often thought to be an art rather than a science.
It has been a dying craft, with no written evidence of how Cornish hedges were made and looked
after. Clearly a thorough understanding of and inherited feeling for stone and locality is very useful.
People vary in their aptitude for handling stone, and many organisations are surprisingly insensitive
regarding local traditions. The craft of repairing or building a hedge in the local style has already
been lost in parts of Cornwall. This paper gives the practical knowledge and instruction for rescuing
our neglected hedges; the job is entrusted to anyone with the hand and eye to acquire the skill.

OUR HISTORIC HEDGES

In Cornwall the word hedge is all-
embracing, being used in its strictly correct
sense for a Cornish hedge, stone hedge, turf
bank or ordinary thorn hedgerow. It is
derived from the Anglo-Saxon "hecg",
meaning an enclosing field boundary; the lost
Cornish word for our stone-clad hedges is
"kea", from the same root as the word for a
stone-clad quay.

Many of our hedges were built in the
neolithic, bronze, and iron ages, 6000-2000
years ago, around tiny fields of about 30m
across (¼ acre). This small size was to suit
cultivation by hand or with an "ard", the

primitive plough made out of a tree bough. Since then, many hedges have been removed to make
fields bigger or longer, to suit the methods of cultivation and stock-keeping at the time. This gradual
removal of hedges has provided, over the centuries, enough stone to make up deficiencies in repairing
gaps. On farms where the naturally-occurring moor-stone is ploughed up, this is used as extra stone
for repairing hedges, having originally been used to build them when the ground was first cleared. It
seems likely that many of these hedges have been repaired every couple of hundred years, amounting
perhaps to over one hundred times during the millennia.

Bronze Age hedge near Zennor - gap needing repair.
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Cornish hedges of stone and earth construction are found all over Cornwall. Stone
hedges are mostly seen in upland areas where the hedges were built of excess stone found in the
fields. Turf hedges occur where local stone is not plentiful, though many are partly stone-faced.
The typical Cornish hedge is usually described as a stone-faced earth bank. It has an earth core,
built up each side with local stone, the height being the same as the base width, and its batter is
tapered with an inward curve from the base, with the top being half the width of the bottom.
These are vital statistics for the stability of the hedge structure.

The stone hedge in Cornwall contains no earth, but its construction is very different from
dry-stone walls in other parts of Britain. A dry-stone wall has vertically parallel sides which are
rigidly bonded together with "through-stones", in contrast to a hedge which has a flexible core
and sides inwardly curved to remain stable. For a hedge the stone is not dressed, there are no
through-stones and unless the stone is very large the sides have the curved batter. The capping is
normally of earth, not stones, but as this is usually either of peat or rab (subsoil) it is fairly inert
and there is seldom enough growth on a stone hedge for trimming. The size of stone in hedges
depends what was readily available during the hedge building and repair. The local moor-stone
was used in the natural shape as it was picked up, while in the more industrial parts of Cornwall
mining spoil was used in whatever state it was extracted. When the landowners enclosed the
commons, in most instances they used local stone for the hedges by opening their own quarry.
Although usually not documented, except perhaps on a map, many of these still exist. They are
traditional in the Cornish culture and landscape and when abandoned provide valuable future
habitats for wildlife. This practice of opening very small quarries for local hedging might well be
revived. On the scale that this would involve there would be no adverse impact on the

landscape, and in time these tucked-away
little flower-filled old quarries become a
delight.

The turf hedge (called a bank in
Devon) has an earth core clad with turf,
and similarly battered with an inward
curve. In lowland East Cornwall, many
turf hedges are wholly of a clayey earth
without cladding, left to grow a natural
wild flower and grass covering.

Although a few miles of new hedges
are built every year, the retention and
day-to-day repair of our existing 30,000
miles of hedges is much more important.

THE PROBLEM

To begin with, a Cornish hedge has a legal width, in contrast to an English hedgerow
which has none, and may be owned wholly or in part by the owner of the land on one side or on
the other; so a landowner or tenant may have one, both or neither side of the hedge to maintain.
If the boundary is down the middle of the hedge, each neighbour has an obligation to maintain
his side to support the other. Sometimes today no-one seems to know who owns the hedge, and
traditional maintenance has lapsed. Others who know it is their hedge may be lazy and leave it
to look after itself, or be unable to afford repairs, or they may be unused to Cornish hedges and
not understand the warning signs and the consequences of ignoring them.
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Early warning: cattle are rubbing themselves on this field hedge and the
first couple of stones have fallen.



There is a danger that once a
hedge is in bad repair the easier
option will be to remove it, a great
loss to the local history, landscape
and wildlife. Poor workmanship in
repairing and building hedges
makes this problem worse. Even
older farmers, who used to repair
their hedges in the traditional
manner, are using the tractor bucket
to scoop up the fallen hedge
material and dump it on top of the
hedge in the gap. They frankly
admit that it goes against their
nature to do this, but there is not
enough labour available on farms to

spare the time to do the job properly, and not enough income from farming today to employ a
skilled hedger. The cost of putting right all the gaps in every mile of hedge-side in Cornwall
without financial help would be crippling. Only in the West Penwith Environmentally Sensitive
Area has grant aid been specifically aimed at continuing maintenance of hedges using traditional
methods and materials. Even here, where hedges are generally thought to be in good repair, in
fact of the 2100 miles of hedges in the designated area little more than half are fully stock-proof.
New environmental schemes may be of some value, but funds are limited and only the more
important hedges would be likely to attract financial support.

Farm tenants have a potential
problem with non-repair of hedges.
Almost invariably there is a clause in
their tenancy agreement in which they
are required to keep their hedges in
good condition. When their tenancy
comes to an end, they are likely to be
liable for the cost of all the repairs
needed to their hedges. Sometimes,
when the landlord wants possession
before he has the legal right to it, he
will strike a bargain in which the tenant
is let off his repair dilapidations. In
most other instances, the quitting
tenant is charged for his neglect to the farm's hedges which, particularly if he has let them
deteriorate over many years, could amount to many thousands of pounds on a fair-sized family
farm.

Luckily for the tenant the law says that his landlord cannot claim more than he has lost.
This means that he can claim only the difference between the value of the farm with the hedges
in their dilapidated condition and the value of the farm with the hedges in good condition. This
sum is likely to be less than the cost of all the repairs that the tenant should have done over the
years, so the ruling does little to encourage tenants to look after their hedges properly. This is
exacerbated when farming policies cause a shift from stock-keeping to whole-farm arable, and
buyers and tenants are not so concerned about the state of the hedges.
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Now the cattle can climb over the hedge and it quickly disintegrates.

Soon the top courses fall as the rubbing cattle demolish this fine old Cornish
hedge from the top down.



CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF DAMAGE AND GAPS.

Cornish hedges gradually lose their
soil as it washes down to the hedge base.
Traditionally this has been remedied by
"casting up" by shovel during the winter,
usually when the grass field was ploughed
for corn, every five to ten years. Casting up
restores the earth to the top of the hedge.
First the hedge growth is trimmed so that
the job of casting up can be done easily.
Tobs or tobbans (lumps of turf dug out with
the shovel) are dug along the hedge bottom
and as far out into the field as to bring it
level, instead of rising slightly to the hedge,
and are placed on top of the hedge. If the

hedge is a boundary between two farms, a man doing up both sides is allowed to use six feet of
the turf on his neighbour's side for this purpose, sometimes more. Where the hedge is on a slope,
the soil lost on the lower side may have disappeared downhill, so casting up may have to be done
using soil only from the uphill side, where comparatively more will have accumulated. Casting
up was done when the field is in grass, thus providing the tobs. Discontinuance of this old
practice contributes to the hedge's falling into disrepair and diminishes the diversity of its wildlife.

A gap in a Cornish hedge forms where the stones have been dislodged on one or both
sides in a part of the hedge. In the days when there was plenty of labour available on the farm,
no gap would have been allowed get bigger than a minor loss from the top two rows of stone.
Single-handed farmers made a habit of replacing every stone as soon as it fell, and all good
farmers were perpetually on the watch to prevent further harm, especially those who were proud
to have no wire fencing on their land.

A sheet of corrugated iron is sometimes invaluable as a temporary shield where stock
have rubbed or burrowed, provided it is set out 18 inches (500 mm) to allow growth to re-
establish, and removed in time to give light and air to the new plants. Otherwise the initial rub
encourages cattle to further rubbing on the freshly exposed earth and tops of the stones, which
loosens more of them. The cattle have no choice since the modern removal of stone rubbing-
posts. Putting up or replacing rubbing-posts in grazing fields is today a very good investment for
the farmer, as they always reduce the amount of hedge repair work.

The start of a gap was called in the
Helston area a "creep"; it provides a shelf
for cattle to rub on, then a step for them to
climb on, soon breaking down several more
rows and doubling the width of the gap
which is extended through the hedge to the
other side. Each side of the hedge supports
the other, so a gap in one side soon weakens
the other. The old adage "A stitch in time
saves nine" applies equally to a stone in
time. Even without the action of animals,
the loss of any stone from a Cornish hedge
allows wind, rain and sun to loosen the next
stones in succession. A frequent modern
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Granite rubbing post for cattle, perhaps once a menhir. Well-worn
ground around it shows how much wear and tear it saves the hedges.

Fencing has evidently come too late to save this hedge from collapse.



cause of such loss is the action of the flail-mower used in trimming the hedge. Traditional
trimming, coupled with suitable fencing erected while the hedge is still in good repair, will save
much expense in the long run, especially where modern breeds of cattle are kept at higher
density than in the past.

Sometimes when heathland is burnt, the fire spreads to nearby hedges and the hedge
growth is burnt. This exposes weaknesses in the hedge which, before the fire, were obscured by
growth. Unless the farmer quickly puts a fence up or repairs the hedge, livestock soon go a-
wandering.

Small-scale repairs when weaknesses or gaps first appear are obviously quicker and
cheaper than letting the hedge deteriorate to the point where it needs a lot of rebuilding.
Replacing or securing a loose stone in passing can save hours of work later on. The vigilant
farmer or home-owner notices when the side of a Cornish or stone hedge loses its batter and
starts to bulge, the shape becoming convex. In new hedges this most often happens when the
earth fill behind the stones has not been rammed in tight enough, and because topsoil has been
used instead of rab, allowing the hedge to slump in response to the weight above, or rain-water to
loosen the stones from behind. If not attended to at this early stage, the instability gradually gets
worse and the repair job more costly.
Almost certainly at least one of the stones in
the bulge will be slightly loose, meaning that
it is on its way eventually to dropping out of
the hedge and starting a gap. Now is the
time to knock back the stones with a club
hammer or bar. A good "battering ram" for
this job can be made from a straight, strong
tree-branch about four inches in diameter
and two or three feet long, and well
seasoned; or a wooden fence-post might be
used. This is less likely to split the stone than
a metal bar. If using a club hammer, unless
the stone is very hard a block of wood may
be used as a shock-absorber.

To knock back a bulge start with the loosest stone the middle and gradually work
outwards in a circular way until reaching solid hedge. Each stone in turn must be driven in by

about half an inch (12mm) at a time, doing the
ones around before coming back to the centre
one and knocking it in further. The job is done
when no stone can be knocked in any further. If
the hedge concerned is a new one, badly built in
the first place and likely to bulge extensively,
knocking back may be less than effective and
probably only rebuilding will answer. Should
the stones in a hedge side be forced out by tree
roots (which happens less than one might think,
as long as the hedge was well-built in the first
place) then the stones have to be taken out, the
root cut, and the stones built back. It is more
usual that the tree-roots in fact bind the rear
parts of the stonework together.
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The slight bulge (centre) in this Cornish hedge can at this stage
easily be knocked gently back in, a quick prevention of a future gap.

This bulge has been left too long. It appears about to fall and
may not knock back, but have to be taken out and rebuilt as
for repairing a gap - a very much longer job.



The strength of a hedge relies on its foundations, stone, batter, fill and vegetative
cover. Causes of deterioration include problems with :-

Foundations. The support of the grounders may be disturbed by frost, burrowing animals, run-
off erosion or change in subsoil water flow, subsidence, too-close ploughing and cultivation,
impact damage by vehicles, substandard construction or repair. The grounders will be said to be
"looking out" as they lean more and more outwards.
Frost Damage. In very severe winters, the freezing of hedges can cause movement in grounders

with consequent collapse. The effect is
similar to "ground heave" in some clay
soils.
Burrowing Animals. The principal culprit
is the rabbit and, to a lesser extent, rats.
Coping with badger damage can be
difficult because of the law against their
disturbance. Damage may be done by
dogs hunting rabbits, or by the retrieving
of lost ferrets or small terriers. Foxes,
unlike all these others, usually excavate
little and seldom cause a hedge to collapse.
They prefer to find a cave-like gap among
rocks or tree roots, or in a stone hedge.
Livestock. Cattle and horses may rub

themselves on the hedge and dislodge stones, and will soon demolish the hedge if not prevented.
Pigs and sheep may climb on the hedge if it allows, wearing it down in time.
Run-off erosion, or change in subsoil water flow. Changes in farming methods can alter run-off
or interrupt subsoil water-flow by ditch or stream diversion, hedge removal, land drainage or
new cultivation. Where a grounder has been thus moved, the evidence is usually discernible
during the winter months.
Subsidence. In mining areas, the timber supports underground slowly rot away and where near
the surface, possibly less than 30 feet (9 metres) below ground, quite often cause subsidence.
Adits (mine drainage exits) can cave in where they approach the surface, especially with the
weight of modern farm machinery
working in the fields.
Flail-trimming. Hedge-trimming by the
tractor-mounted flails frequently loosens
stones which later fall out, starting a gap.
Impact by vehicles. A blow by a road
vehicle, a tractor or its implement may
jar the hedge enough to initiate a
movement which eventually will bring it
down. Repeated vibration from heavy
traffic can also cause the hedge to fall
apart, especially as roadside hedges will
have been trimmed by the flail, which
dislodges stones and also causes the
hedge core to dry out too much, making
collapse inevitable.
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The vibration from today's traffic can cause gradual displacement of the
stonework. If this is not seen and remedied, sudden collapse can follow.

Cornish hedge badly mined out by rabbits.



Too-close ploughing and cultivation. Ploughing and cultivating to within 18" (0.5m) of a hedge
bottom is likely to cause movement of less-secure grounders, especially “facers” (also known as
“shiners”), those set up on their narrower edge. This is due partly to the weight of the machinery
and partly to movement of soil away from the hedge bottom, especially along the top of hilly
fields. In most instances, to crop so close to the hedge is uneconomical today. With the heavier
four-wheel-drive tractors and six-furrow ploughs, a field margin of at least 3ft (1m) is
recommended.
Sub-standard repair. Gaps may have been
repaired without setting right a slightly
displaced grounder, or with the stones not
interlocking or the fill not rammed hard.
Sub-standard construction. Grounders may
have been placed on edge as “facers” instead of
on the flat, or laid on soil rather than subsoil,
and may have been put in without the correct
slant or proper consolidation. Topsoil may
have been used as fill instead of rab, and un-
skilful placing of the stones, without
interlocking them or properly ramming the fill,
makes a loose hedge. Very likely it was not
built to the correct inwardly-curving batter, so as it settles it bulges outward and falls. With any
of these factors, poorly built new hedges can collapse within months of completion. In some
cases they are so bad that repair is pointless. Rebuilding is more economical and may even be
quicker.

Stone. The characteristics of the stone in or for a Cornish hedge vary widely, and it is important
when making a repair to use the same type of stone as the hedge is built of. There are two main
shapes, the chunkier stones coming from rocks that were very hot when they were formed
(igneous and metamorphic rocks), and the flatter stones which were made out of sand, mud and
gravel compressed into layers (sedimentary rocks).

Surrounding the igneous granite are belts of metamorphic rock, cooked by the heat of the
molten granite. These include “blue elvan” and quartz and are the hardest rocks in Cornwall;
they are difficult to use for hedging, because with usually no natural lines of cleavage, the stones
are all corners and no flat faces. The granite is easier to split, hence our gateposts. Even the

moor-stone, which comes from outcropping
boulders in heathland and as emerging stones in
cultivated land, has often split naturally to give at
least one fair face. The sedimentary rock, away
from the granite uplands, includes the shales and
slates, altered to some degree by the pressure and
heating. Some of the harder shale is quite lumpy
and makes good hedging stone, but the very flat
thin slate pieces are not easy to build and require
special techniques. Others are too soft for hedging
and soon disintegrate. A coarse-grained porphyritic
granite too may become "rotten" and in
decomposing cause a problem in the hedge.

The stone in a hedge is traditionally gathered in the nearby locality and used in its
natural shape, giving its own character to the hedge. Sometimes the rock is a weather-worn
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Collapse of a previous repair where not enough care has been
taken to make a sound repair correctly.

Coarse granite crumbling under pressure may collapse.



granite, with stones the approximate size and shape of a cricket ball or a small melon, and
rebuilding a gap in a stone hedge with these is a challenge to any hedger. Because of their shape
they are difficult to key in properly and, with their small size, tend to run badly once a weakness
starts in the hedge. Nevertheless hedges were built with this stone as long ago as the Neolithic
Age, and some are still in good condition today, having been properly looked after. The slate or
shale used in the northern and south-eastern parts of Cornwall may be as little as half an inch
(12mm) thick and no more than a few inches across. It outcrops naturally in this state,
accompanied by a lot of small waste, and requires a very particular building and repair
technique.

New roadside hedges show an
unfortunate break from tradition, as cheap
quarried stone, much of it a soft shale, looks
out-of-place in many parts of Cornwall. Other
examples of use of "foreign" stone are where
national or public organizations erect new
hedges in the praiseworthy interests of
conservation and landscape, but are insensitive
to the jarring incompatibility of their stone with
traditional hedges nearby. These new hedges
are usually built to a poor specification by
unskilled workmen or volunteers, and many
soon begin to collapse. Even with older shale
hedges some of the softer rocks lose their
strength and bonding, resulting in the gradual collapse of the hedge.

Batter. This is the inwardly curved profile of Cornish and stone hedges from base to top, which
is necessary to keep the stones in the hedge-sides from
bulging outwards and falling down. It works in the same
way that the stones over an archway tighten up and are
kept in place by the shape of the arch and the weight of
the stonework bearing downwards. To achieve this effect
the stones have to be built locked in with each other with
their smallest face outward, so that when the weight of
the hedge creates downward and outward pressure on
the hedge sides, the stones tighten and resist movement
by knitting together. This explains why turf or soil must
not be put between the rows of stone, or between the
stones in each row.

To build to the correct batter is vital in preventing
the falling-out of stone and formation of gaps. Where
there has been an A-shaped batter, inadequate curve or
no batter, or worst of all the barrel-like profile often seen
in new hedges today, the hedge is inherently unstable.
The sides are not able to withstand the outwards thrust of
the hedge core, which in a Cornish hedge is a flexible,
heavy, settling material containing questing plant or tree
roots. The curved batter of the Cornish hedge uses the
weight of the upper half of the hedge firstly to counteract
the outwards pressure of the earth core, and secondly to
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Poorly-built new hedging is likely soon to need major repair.

This well-built Cornish hedge with interlocking
courses and correct curved batter has stood for
over a hundred years without needing repair.



press the stones hard together so that they cannot be loosened by animals or vegetation from
outside or from inside; eg careless people, rubbing cattle, burrowing rabbits and tree roots.

When repairing a gap, the hedger does not follow the batter of the existing hedge on
each side of the gap, but builds with a more inward saucer-like curve. This is because the
stonework of the existing hedge has settled over the years, while the new work which makes up
the gap still has its one-tenth settlement to take place. In doing so, the downwards and outwards
pressure of the fill pushes the stones outwards and, with this curved batter, they automatically
tighten themselves with each other, reducing the batter at the same time to match the older
stonework. In a skilful repair the stones at the edges lock with the original hedge stones more
tightly as this settlement happens.

Earth Core. After several hundred years, the
core of the hedge has usually become a rich
vegetable loam due to the slow accumulation of
decaying dead roots and leaves. This is not
always so, sometimes in moorland hedges the
core is of growan, a type of granular quartz-rich
gravel subsoil derived from decomposed granite,
within which plant roots seem to have limited
penetration, probably due to climatic and
nutritional factors. In building a new hedge or
carrying out major repairs to an existing hedge,
using topsoil for the hedge core is a bad mistake
often made by amateurs, or where contract
hedging is poorly specified or managed, or has
to be "kept down to a price". This is one cause
of collapse of some of the new roadside hedges.

Subsoil containing no humus or plant material is essential for hedging because the humus
in topsoil decays, causing shrinkage and looseness in the core and consequent collapse of the
hedge. Topsoil is also too fertile and full of seeds and encourages the growth of large, strong-
rooted weeds which loosen the stones. In most of Cornwall rab (clay-shale subsoil, known locally
as killas) was dug out of rab-pits, many of which still exist disguised by the junk dumped in them.
Rab is relatively infertile and compacts solidly, the ideal material for the filling of Cornish hedges.
Growan is like fine gravel and difficult to consolidate if there is no clay fraction in it. In building
new hedges or in repairing gaps, the core must be well rammed as the stonework is laid,
otherwise again the hedge is liable to collapse. Even in making a small repair it is worth digging
a hole down to the subsoil nearby to get material for filling. A repair is essentially unstable until
it settles and if topsoil is used there is more likelihood it will shift incorrectly and fall out again.

Plant cover. The right sort of green growing cover is necessary to preserve a Cornish hedge.
Bared hedge sides, eg the results of over-tidy householders "weeding" their roadside hedges, allow
the rain to wash out the earth core from behind the stones, eventually causing collapse. The
wrong sort of vegetation also brings about collapse, mainly by the bursting action of roots but
also from trees being blown down by the wind or by excessive over-shading. Diversity loss and
removal of summer growth, two effects of flail-trimming, are prime causes of collapse due to
erosion or drought desiccation. Another modern cause is enrichment of the hedge by flail-mulch
or fertilizer drift, altering the hedge flora from a diverse community of wild flowers and fine
grasses, whose matted roots hold the stones tight without moving them, to a heavy-rooted
invasion of coarse growth such as bracken, nettles and hogweed which loosens the stones.
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Recently-built hedge has already lost much of the three upper
courses. Despite easy-to-build quarried stone, showing drill-
marks so probably split into the chunky squared shapes at the
quarry, it will not repair well as the hedge has poor batter
and topsoil fill - main causes of its early collapse.



Trees should never be planted too
close to a hedge, as roots are liable to move
the grounders. It also prevents access for
maintenance; at least one metre offset is
needed for hand-work or four metres for
trimming by tractor. The trees should be
planted on top of the hedge, even though
establishment in the somewhat drier root
conditions involves extra care with the
young plants.

Growing out of the top of many
Cornish hedges are mature trees. These
may have escaped being selectively coppiced
in traditional rotation, and have an

extensive root system extending along the hedge for a total distance of about twice the height of
the tree. Should a tall tree, higher than a telegraph pole, be blown down, it will cause a gap of
some 3-4m. and about 10-20 metres of hedge will be loosened and racked, with the stone
jointing disrupted, by the root movement. This cause of hedge repair can be largely avoided by
selective coppice rotation because a coppiced tree is lower and less likely to blow down, and it
needs, and so develops, less extensive root anchorage. This applies mainly to the semi-sheltered
parts of Cornwall. In the more exposed areas trees and bushes are stunted into a naturally
streamlined shape by the salt winds and never outgrow the hedge; while in sheltered places the
beauty of mature trees in the landscape can be measured against the lesser risk from gales.

MAKING THE REPAIR

Tools
Tools required for hedge work are a Cornish shovel (preferably 11" blade), long bar, long-

handled five-pronged fork (eavel), pick-axe/mattock
(beddax), hedging or club hammer, sledge hammer, and a
wooden rammer (a half-pickaxe handle is ideal, though
some hedgers use the handle of the hammer to ram the fill,
especially into the crevices behind the stones, while the
head may be used to ram the centre of the hedge, with the
handle held vertically.) Where there are roots and bushy
top-growth, a slasher, hatchet/billhook and bow-saw are
needed.

The eavel or long-handled fork is the best tool for
gathering trimmings of brushwood and browse removed
from the hedge before repairing. It is also used for lifting
rab when it is wet or contains a lot of shale, making it
difficult to shovel. The five-tined eavel is better than the
four-tined for hedge work.

Traditionally the hammer is not used to break
stone in building or repairing Cornish hedges, but only for
two purposes. Firstly to knock off a prill, a tiny corner or
edge on a stone which prevents a snug lie. Secondly, at the
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Tools for working on Cornish hedges: Cornish
shovel, long bar, hammer, mattock, eavel (five-
pronged fork)

Cornish hedge damaged by the roots of an over-mature tree.



end of the job when the hedge has been built and turfed on top, to knock in the stones by hitting
each with the hammer until it stops moving inwards towards the core of the hedge. The true skill
of Cornish hedging is displayed in the traditional use of moor-stone in its natural state, and
mining spoil too hard to break easily with a hand hammer, perfectly size-graded and fitted
together by eye. Our prehistoric hedges, rebuilt many times with the same stones over thousands
of years, contain stone that has never been hit by a hammer, and it would be an insult to start
doing it now.

High class work, as for new hedges at prestige sites in towns, can involve dressing the
stones with the hammer, and in repairing these, if the original stones have disappeared, the same
will have to be done. For farm jobs, the stone supplied may naturally be of handy sizes. The skill
of the old hedgers was in sorting and using the natural pieces of stone in proper coursing. In
repairing such a hedge, if the original stones are still on site they are all the correct shape and
size, as each has had its place before.

Materials
Theoretically the materials are already in situ, but in practice in repairing a gap,

especially the larger ones, the Cornish hedger is always short of stone and fill - a mystery mainly
explained by the action of weather and animals (including people) - so all materials on the site
must be carefully reclaimed and placed next to the gap. This material is likely to be:-
Man-made things. These may include
the remains of old fencing, bedstead
ends, redundant gates, wrecked farm
implements or ancient galvanised iron
sheets which were used, obviously
ineffectively in the long term, to stop
up the gap. These items must be
removed from the site altogether and
disposed of, as they are a potential
danger to livestock.

Rarely will metallic items of
historical interest be found, though
possibly more occur than are
discovered. Old iron field gates are
worth rescuing for repair, painting and
re-use. There is a market for these genuine antique traditional gates with the conservation-
minded small landowners of today, and it is good for Cornwall's tourist image to preserve them.
Vegetation Anything from a full-sized tree blown down in a gale, to short grass and other small
plants. Most of the latter is mixed in with the earth which has come from the centre of the
hedge, but plants and scrub may be growing up through the earth collapsed in older gaps.
Grassy tussocks and small plant material are stored carefully to one side. Invasive species must
be disposed of safely to be destroyed.
Earth The hedge will originally have been built with a subsoil core, but over the centuries this
may have acquired a peaty content derived from decayed roots and twigs and leaf litter. The
earth is found spread on the ground around the gap and, with older gaps, will be overgrown and
diminished in quantity and binding quality. For any but the smallest gap new sub-soil will almost
certainly have to be got. In finishing the work the original soil should be cast up on the hedge to
renew natural seeding, as long as it has not been infested with rampant species.
Stone Mixed in with everything else are the stones which were part of the hedge and were
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This fine old blacksmith-made iron gate which has been used to block a gap
is a danger to livestock and could still easily be restored.



dislodged into the field as the gap got wider and deeper. They are likely to be scattered along the
hedge-bottom within a few feet of the gap, or lying on the top of the hedge to either side of the
gap where they have been thrown up for safety. Where there are gaps which go right through the
hedge, the stones and earth will be distributed unevenly on either side, especially where the
hedge runs across a sloping field with the ground higher on the up-hill side of the hedge.

With gaps of long standing, stones will be trodden deep in the ground and overgrown,
and some stones may have been removed to another location. There is usually a short-fall of 5-
10% of stone when rebuilding a gap; this is recognised by farmers who try to keep a reserve of
hedging stone gleaned from redundant hedges removed in the past or from field clearance.
Tobs, tubbans or turfs. These are needed to top off the hedge. They should be cut from the land
as near as convenient to the site. Mechanical turf cutters produce turfs that are too thin, and on
top of the hedge they die before they have been able to establish themselves. Old-style tobs
should be cut out by a shovel, diamond-shaped as these knit better, and a good six inches (15cm)
thick.

Preparing and repairing the gap
Firstly the area around the gap must be made into a site where rebuilding can take place.

If working from a public road, the necessary traffic management precautions should be put in
place. (See Cornish Hedges Library "Advice for Working on Roadside Hedges".)

Stone lying on the surface has to be picked up, carried away from the hedge and put
down where the ground is not obstructed by earth from the hedge. With wide gaps the stone is
best laid in a semi-circle leaving clear room to work at the gap. The stones are laid across the
ground and not heaped, being just one layer, and sorted roughly into rows of sizes, the larger
nearest the hedge to use first.

Vegetation growing on or up through the earth is removed at the surface level, excepting
where it is easily pulled or dug out. It is put into a pile in the field far enough away from the gap

as not to interfere with operations.
Brambles and invasive roots such as
nettles, winter heliotrope and Japanese
knotweed are removed and destroyed.
The latter is subject to regulations for
disposal, so advice should be sought from
Cornwall Council.

Earth lying on the field from the
collapsed hedge core is shovelled out
down to field level and tidily heaped
aside, leaving a strip of field next to the
hedge a yard (1m) wide clear of loose
earth and stone. The field level is
identified by the original turf/plant layer.
Washed-down or fallen hedge core and
any displaced stones within it are tidied
up and stored with the rest.

Now the hedge gap is examined carefully to see the extent of the damage. The stones on
either end of the gap will be loosened and may no longer be keyed in properly with their
neighbours. Others will have been pushed outwards by perhaps an inch (20mm) or more; these
are easily identified by sighting along the hedge. Sometimes these stones can be levered or
knocked back into place; if not they have to be removed and added to the laid out stones in the
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A good workaday farm hedge repair, replacing the fallen stone in the top
four courses in the original style and capping with turf.



field. All loose earth in the hedge gap is
removed. Some of the loosened stones
can be put back in the place they came
from, but be aware they may have a
tendency to work out again if the rest of
the stonework is not made tight.

Sometimes a hedge will have been
built without grounders, or with
grounders set in topsoil and not deep
enough. Where the batter was not enough
or there were other weaknesses built in
the hedge, the downwards pressure of the
hedge forces the lower stonework
outwards, often including one or more of
the grounders. Usually grounders are
likely to have remained where they were
across the bottom of the gap, but they
must be examined carefully for their
position; it may be that a small movement of a grounder has weakened the hedge batter and
allowed stones higher up the hedge to become dislodged and so caused the gap. This movement
is almost always outwards, except with mis-laid grounders which are called, in different parts of
Cornwall, facers or shiners, and are usually a sign of a cheap hedge which has been poorly
specified. Because they are laid on edge, facers will sometimes collapse inwards if the fill is
poorly consolidated.

To check for movement look at the grounders either side of the gap, not immediately
adjoining because they may have shifted, but those a little further away where the hedge
structure of similar style is intact. This will show how the grounders were set, especially the
batter, and the grounders in the gap can be re-bedded to match if necessary. If this is not done,
any grounders out-of-true are likely to move again, and cause renewed collapse of the repaired
section.

Initial grounder movement of as little as half an inch (12mm) is enough to destroy the
stability of a hedge. Apart from facers which need to be relaid properly on their flat, a grounder
will have moved only slightly in its bed. In resetting it, it should not be excavated out and
replaced as this destroys its old bed and makes for unnecessary work. It should just be rocked or
pivoted, using a bar, within its established place. This way, by minimally shifting it, the

consolidated subsoil below the grounder remains
relatively undisturbed and the risks of movement
afterwards through fresh consolidation are
lessened. A little loose earth may need to be
rammed in under one side to pack the corrected
position in place.

With the stones laid out, the method of
rebuilding the rest of the hedge is similar to that
of building a new length of hedge. [See Cornish
Hedges Library "Building Hedges in Cornwall"].
It is more difficult in that the hedger has to try to
use the same stones for the rows as they used to
be, otherwise he gets left with stones which are
wrong for the remaining rows. Also, the stones
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An interesting example of endeavouring to match the stone
and style of building to the original, in this mediaeval hedge
restoration near Portscatho.

Another farm hedge repair. The stone has been sorted to follow the
original courses, but there are several vertical running joints, one notably
right down the middle, where the stones have not been staggered in the
rows (placed stone-over-notch), making a weakness in such a large
repair.. Stone not keyed in well around edges of repair, leaving gaps.



need to be placed the same way round as before, with their weathered (usually lichened) face
outward, and with an eye to keeping the right stone to fit well in the last slot where your repair
meets the existing stone in the hedge.

The hedger may not be used to hedging in the style in which the stones are laid, and may
rebuild the gap in his own preferred style There are examples throughout Cornwall of this
having been done, but it makes for more difficulty in marrying the repair to the existing hedge.
It is far better to imitate the style of hedging and match to each side of the gap. In both cases,
special care must be taken in the laying of stones next to those remaining around the gap. Unless
these are keyed in well, a new weakness is built into the hedge which will predispose stones falling
in future. The object is to place them so that, as the repair settles and its batter straightens, the
outer stones will lock more tightly with the original stones.

While repairing, the hedger has the opportunity to "raise" the hedge. This means adding
one or two extra rows of stone to a hedge which is too low for the kind of livestock now being
kept in the field. This can often make the simple difference between one strand of wire or two,
or even remove the need for a fence at all.

In finishing off the top of the hedge, opportunity should be taken to layer thorn growths
into the repaired gap. This is done by bending down growth from alongside on the hedge-top
partially burying it so it takes root and grows on top of the new repair. Nick the underside of the
twig where it goes into the earth and place a stone to keep it down, with the tip protruding.
Finally, where cattle are kept, the gap should be temporarily fenced off, or smeared with dung to
repel grazing and rubbing, as even a well-repaired gap needs time to settle and consolidate.

REPAIRING CORNISH HEDGES USING TURF

For the landowner wishing to do small repairs to his own hedges, and who may be unable
to have it done in Cornish hedging, a second-class short-term solution is for the repairs to be
done using turf. This requires much less skill and does not need stone. The disadvantages are
that the hedge will need fencing to keep farm livestock from damaging the turf, and the repair is
unlikely to last many years without having to be rebuilt. It is likely to slump with weathering,
and the problems with burrowing animals and side-growth are worse than with a stone facing.

To repair with turf the field needs to be in grass, or a nearby source must be available.
"Turf", here, does not mean the thin slabs commercially available for laying lawns. It means
good old Cornish tobs dug out with the shovel at least six inches (15cm) thick. They are best cut
diamond-shaped, as these lie together firmly each overlapping its neighbour when placed on the
hedge and soon knit together well. Conditions when they are dug should be neither too wet nor
too dry, as the earth needs to be in the state for the tob to keep its shape of soil as it is handled.
Lay the tobs in the gap with the grassy face outward, compacting each row by smacking down
with the flat of the shovel. Then with the tip of the blade scratch and tickle the smacked surface
to loosen it to receive kindly the next row. Make sure the earth is well rammed around the hedge
stones at the edges of the repair. Top off using the tobs with the grass face upward, making a
domed shape, as in topping off a Cornish hedge normally.

Repairing a Cornish hedge with turf is a temporary job but is much better than doing
nothing, as it helps to delay further falls of stones from the gap. These instructions are for a gap
that is only in the top half of the hedge, and that is less than 5 ft (1.5m) wide. If the gap is worse
than this, a professional hedger should be brought in.

Turf hedging is not properly stock-proof, and usually needs protective fencing, especially
when gaps have been newly repaired. [See CHL "How to Look After a Cornish Hedge".]
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REPAIRING STONE HEDGES

There are as many variations in stone hedges in Cornwall as there are variations in the
types of stone; from the skilfully-constructed hedge with battered sides and stone fill, to the
simple row of large boulders or slate slabs. Between these extremes stone hedges follow the shape

and size of the available stone, and the
whim of the hedger. They include single-
stone, “tombstone”, and hedges with
vertical double-skinned sides interlocking,
built of undressed stone and capped with
rab or peat. Stone capping is only
occasionally seen, usually in North
Cornwall, sometimes in new hedges built
with notions imbibed from dry-stone
walling, which should not be imported into
Cornwall.

Repairing our great variety of stone
hedges is mainly a matter of studying the
way the hedge was built, and following the
same dimensions and style of building as

used by the original builder. As far as possible the original pieces of stone should be returned to
their obvious positions. If the hedge is built of large chunks of stone this is more or less
unavoidable. Smaller pieces of stone are more easily substituted by others and keyed in afresh, as
long as the size and type of stone used is similar to the original.

Sometimes the same stone repeatedly falls from the hedge, perhaps having been
originally badly-placed, in which case its neighbouring stones may need re-positioning. If a
number of stones together repeatedly fall, it may be necessary to pull down and rebuild that
section and its surrounding stones, re-setting
the grounders if these have moved. Existing
stone should not be pulled down or disturbed
as long as it is solid and true to its original
position. A previous gap-repair should not
fall again if the grounder is true and the
stones are properly keyed into the original
stonework.

In all stone hedge repairs it is
important that the returned stone is fitted
snugly into place with its centre of gravity
stable, and is tightly held by its neighbours, so
it will not rock or displace even if people
climb the hedge. The exception is the single-
stone hedge (one stone thick) which relies on
its frailty of balance to deter climbing either
by people or livestock; it must not, however, fall down by itself.

To repair a stone hedge with battered sides the same principle is followed as in repairing
a Cornish hedge; these stone hedges are built the same way as Cornish hedges (flexible structures
with the two sides functioning independently of each other) except that the fill is made up of
stones, not earth. In most instances the fill came from the land clearance for fields alongside. As
effective ramming is not possible, the stones in the fill are laid individually so that each interlocks
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The easiest repair of all. This boulder fallen from a tombstone
hedge simply needs lifting back into place.

Typical upland moor-stone hedge capped with peat, in time
solidified with mosses and lichens.



with its neighbours. It is no good just to throw
the filling stones in, as this results in a hedge
repair which does not last.

First the bottom of the gap has to be
cleaned out, exposing the stones which are the
outer layer of the hedge so that they can be built
on. This has to be done carefully so that the
stones alongside in higher courses do not cascade
down. Where the stones tend to be small and
rounded, this needs considerable skill.

The courses are built up, row by row,
each stone interlocking and knitting with its
neighbours below and on each side. As each
stone or two is laid, the stone fill is also carefully laid, interlocking with other filling stones and
with the backs of the coursed outer stone.

Finish repairs to stone hedges by topping as the original, usually with subsoil or peat.
The hedge core may first need to be topped with a rubble of very small stones to prevent the soil
cap washing down into cavities in the stone fill. Clearance hedges often have no capping, as
stones picked from the field are periodically thrown up on top. If the hedge is topped with
stones, follow the same style.

REPAIRING AFTER A TREE HAS BLOWN DOWN

The first thing is to decide whether to
remove all of the tree. Sometimes the cut-
down stump can be put back whence it came,
making the repair of the hedge simpler and
cheaper, and hopefully saving the tree. The
branches are sawn off, leaving about 8 - 10 feet
(3 metres) of trunk, and the tree is then pulled
up with a winch or levered up with a digger,
pivoting on its remaining roots in the hedge.
Once the hedge is re-consolidated and repaired
around it, the trunk of a broad-leaved tree can
be reduced to coppice-height and as it regrows
it will firm its root-hold. A conifer will not
regrow but this procedure may still save a
major hedge repair and the standing trunk as it

rots makes good wildlife habitat. Eventually it will collapse gently without harm.
If this is not possible or is unlikely to succeed, the tree has to be cut up and removed. The

rooted end of the trunk will be still lying in the hedge top or side, and must not be pulled off with
a tractor because of the additional damage it will do to the stonework. The tree has to be sawn
up where it lies, starting with the branches. Then the trunk is sawn off and the roots severed,
leaving just the base of the stump itself to be lifted off the hedge with a front-end loader. The
larger roots should then be removed from the hedge, as far as possible, where they will get in the
way of the repairs.

Now the site is prepared by picking up all the displaced stones on the hedge and in the
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The unwelcome sight of a tree down in a Cornish hedge, This
one has split off from its trunk so may not have racked the hedge
too badly, but some repair and re-consolidation will be needed.

Typical West Cornish clearance hedge regularly augmented
and topped with stones thrown up piecemeal on to the hedge
as they appear in the field.



field and laying them out to one side. In doing this, the gap has to be cleared down to
undisturbed rows of stone, ready for rebuilding.

Because the roots of the tree, as it fell, will have pulled at the structure of the hedge for
some distance each side of where it was standing, even the stones that remain will have been
loosened, perhaps by only ¼" (5mm) or so. Before rebuilding the gap, these must all be knocked
back into place with a club hammer, or a sledge hammer for large stones, otherwise they will
gradually work outwards and make another gap later on. In doing this, some roots may be found
to be preventing stones from going back into their right places. These must be carefully dug
around not to loosen the stones any more, then sawn or chopped off and removed. The stones
are knocked back and re-consolidated.

Then the gap can be repaired in the same way as an ordinary gap.

WORKING WITH A TRACTOR OR DIGGER

A farm tractor with a front bucket, or a small digger is an invaluable tool when repairing
or building hedges, but there is always a temptation to use it in a way that is bad for the hedge.

For mending gaps, just to scoop up the hedge debris at the foot of the hedge and dump it
willy-nilly into the gap is very quick, but guarantees that the gap will not mend properly and will
soon need attention again.

The tractor/digger should be used only to lift stones to a position where they can be
placed by hand without undue exertion.

The tractor bucket can be used economically to cast up or repair turf hedges. [See CHL
"Repairing Turf Hedges".]

_____________
You are welcome to download these papers and photographs for your private use and study. If you
use any of this material in any other way, the copyright holder and the Cornish Hedges Library
must be acknowledged as the source - thank you.
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